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HIPAA HITECH POLICY 

Effective March 1, 2010 

 

 

OVERVIEW OF THE HIPAA HITECH ACT OF 2009 

The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (the HITECH Act) 
amends HIPAA.   Prior to passage of the HITECH Act, only Covered Entities (a health care 
provider, health plan or clearinghouse) were directly regulated under HIPAA. Covered Entities 
were required to have written agreements with their Business Associates specifying that the 
Associates would treat protected health information in a manner consistent with HIPAA (Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) regulations —but there was no regulatory 
obligation for Associates to implement the detailed requirements of the HIPAA privacy and 
security rules. In the event of a breach of its contractual obligations, the Business Associate 
faced only a contract claim from the Covered Entity.  

The HITECH Act changes all that. It applies many of the HIPAA privacy standards directly to 
Business Associates, and requires Associates to directly report security breaches.  

Generally, HIPAA is concerned with an individual’s Protected Health Information (“PHI”).  PHI is 
any information created or received by or on behalf of a Covered Entity that relates to the past, 
present or future physical or mental health or condition of an individual, the provision of health 
care to an individual, or the past, present or future payment for the provision of health care to an 
individual.  Examples of PHI include anything included in a patient’s medical records, e.g. 
names, dates, birth date, admission date, discharge date, age, phone numbers, fax numbers, 
electronic mail addresses, social security numbers, medical record numbers, health plan 
beneficiary numbers, and account numbers. You should assume that any information that you 
receive from a provider about a patient or patients will be considered PHI and will be subject to 
HIPAA, unless you have received prior written guidance to the contrary from the Advanced 
BioHealing Compliance Officer.   
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HIPAA HITECH ACT – PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS 

The HITECH Act calls for increased enforcement activities through: (1) additional public 
education; (2) increased audits; (3) newly authorized state attorneys general civil actions; and, 
in the future, (4) an avenue for affected patients to share in monetary penalties collected.  HHS 
gets to retain all collected penalties for future enforcement activities. 

Civil penalties can be substantial. They range from $100 to $250,000 per violation, with a 
maximum annual penalty of $1,500,000 for all violations of an "identical requirement or 
prohibition" during a calendar year. 

The HITECH act “clarifies” that criminal penalties may be imposed under HIPAA on any 
individual or entity that wrongly obtains or discloses PHI. Criminal penalties range from a fine of 
up to $50,000 and imprisonment for up to one year to $250,000 and imprisonment for up to ten 
years.   

ADVANCED BIOHEALING HIPAA HITECH POLICY 

Advanced BioHealing has adopted the following policy to ensure compliance with 
HIPAA and the HITECH Act.  

You are required to comply with this policy, and failure to comply may result in 
discipline up to and including termination. 

WE MUST ENTER INTO A BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT WITH THE 
CUSTOMER 

 

Unless you have confirmed that Advanced BioHealing already has a signed BAA on file, you 
must provide your customer with a copy of the enclosed BAA that follows, to proactively request 
that the agreement be completed and signed by the customer. 

If your customer would rather use their BAA, please provide a copy to Advanced BioHealing’s 
in-house counsel for approval and signature of the BAA.  Luke Albrecht, in-house counsel, can 
be reached at 203.682.7224 or at the following address: 

Luke Albrecht, Senior Counsel 
Advanced BioHealing, Inc. 
36 Church Lane 
Westport, CT.  06880 
 

An electronic copy can also be sent to:  lalbrecht@abh.com  

Questions?  Contact your Reimbursement Specialist for reimbursement support for you or your 
customer regarding Dermagraft® Benefit Verifications. 

Concerns about compliance?  Contact the Advanced BioHealing Compliance Officer. 
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HIPAA HITECH ACT: DERMAGRAFT® BENEFIT VERIFICATIONS  

SPECIFICALLY-- 

There must be a signed Business Associate Agreement [BAA] with the facility on file with the 
Advanced BioHealing General Counsel, for you to have access to any PHI for any patient.  (See 
above for the process for initiating a BAA.)  After a BAA is in place, you must conduct yourself in 
accordance with its terms.  

You may only look at PHI, (e.g., charts and patient lists), with the agreement of, and at the 
direction of, a provider-affiliated managerial health care professional.  Although no formal written 
direction is required, it is very important that you establish that the provider wants you to look at 
the PHI for the purpose of obtaining benefit information from the Hotline.  You may not rely on 
clerical personnel for this consent, unless they are relaying a message from a health care 
provider or member of the management.    

You may only obtain the minimum necessary information to complete the task requested of you.  
This means that specific to the Benefit Verification Form (“BVF”), you may only take and 
complete the information in the highlighted fields  (see the attached example).  Provider 
personnel must complete the other fields, e.g. diagnoses.  By having them complete this 
information, we underscore that the provider wants us to begin the Benefit Verification Process, 
which the provider is responsible for ensuring that protected health information or data is 
correct, and we avoid misunderstandings regarding the provider-assigned diagnoses. 

Providers may ask you questions related to completing the BV form.  It is critical that only 
accurate reimbursement information is provided to customers.  When you answer questions, 
you may only use information provided to you by the Advanced BioHealing Reimbursement 
Department or a copy of the local LCD coverage.  You may never recommend off-label 
application of the product.  Reimbursement questions not addressed in the materials provided 
by the Reimbursement Department should be referred to the reimbursement staff.  

You must keep any patient information that you obtain from the customer safe and secure and 
may not take it from provider’s premises.  To assist in sending the BVF to the hotline you may: 

• Fax a completed BVF from the provider’s premises to the hotline at:  866-866-7713. 

• Suggest the provider fax completed forms directly to the hotline at:   866-866-7713.  

You may not offer the provider an option to fax completed forms to you at another fax number. 
This includes a personal fax machine, a Blackberry, or other mobile device.   The Dermagraft 
Reimbursement Hotline will only work with clinic or physician office fax numbers, but you will be 
provided with information sufficient for you to assist with the Benefit Verification Process. 

You may never make or dictate any entries into any patient medical record/chart.  You may not 
place any stickers inside the chart.   You may place a sticker outside the chart with the following 
verbiage:  “Preliminary Coverage Established.”   The company will supply you with pre-printed 
stickers. 

You may not indicate that a benefit verification, once received by the treating facility or provider, 
is a “guarantee” of coverage, nor may you indicate “approved” on the BVF or patient file.  The 
benefit verification process does not establish medical necessity. On the BVF, customers are 
made aware of the potential that even where a preliminary judgment is made that coverage 
exists and there is the potential for rejection of the claim.  
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Dermagraft® Benefit Verification Request Form 
The Sales Representative may complete only the                                        Phone: 866-866-7731 Fax: 866-866-7713 

highlighted areas.                                                                                         Program Hours are 8:00am – 5:00 pm EST 

Patient Information 

Patient Name:           Social Security # __________________________Male   

Female    

Address:              City, State, ZIP:       

Daytime Phone #:            Date of Birth:        

Patient Insurance Information 

Primary Insurance Information (including Medicaid or Medicare)      Secondary Insurance Information 

Participating Status (check one):  ￼ In Network   ￼ Out of Network     Participating Status (check one): In Network Out of Network 

Payer Name:            Payer Name:       

Policy #:      Group #:         Policy #:     Group #:    

Payer Phone #:             Payer Phone #:        

Subscriber Name:            Subscriber Name:      

Subscriber Date of Birth:           Subscriber Date of Birth:      

Employer:             Employer:        

Payer Specific Provider ID #:                           Payer Specific Provider ID #:     

Payer Specific Facility ID #:                           Payer Specific Facility ID #:     

Physician Information 

Physician Name:         Physician Specialty:     PTAN # (Medicare):   

Physician Site Name:           NPI #:     Tax ID #:    

Practice Address:             City, State, ZIP:        

Contact Name:         Phone #:         Fax #:     

Facility  Information 

Facility Name:             Fiscal Intermediary:      

NPI #:           Tax ID #:           PTAN # (Medicare):      

Practice Address:             City, State, ZIP:        

Contact Name:         Phone #:         Fax #:     

Treatment Information Dermagraft ® 

Dermagraft is not payable in a Skilled Nursing Facility: Is this patient currently residing in a SNF or Nursing Home? ￼ Yes  ￼ No 

Select One: ￼ Physician Office  ￼Hospital Outpatient   ￼Free Standing ASC   ￼ Hospital-based ASC   ￼Skilled Nursing Facility    ￼ Other 

Diagnosis (please follow the 5 digit format within the ICD-9-CM coding system):  Medicare claims require 1 ICD-9 code from each category.  

Diabetes Codes 

 250.__ __ Diabetes Mellitus 

 249.__ __ Secondary Diabetes  

_______ Other  (Please specify)                   
  No diabetes        

Ulcer Codes 

 707.14  Ulcer of the heel and midfoot          
 707.15  Ulcer of other part of foot            
_______ Other  (Please specify)                     

Other Codes 

 __________ Other  (Please specify)  
 __________ Other  (Please specify)              

Check here if the patient is a home health referral   Physician Declaration 
By signing below, I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the above information is accurate and I direct  Advanced BioHealing, Inc. and its agents or 

contractors including the Lash Group, to use the information supplied herein for the purpose of  seeking preliminary verification of coverage and claims support 
through the Dermagraft Reimbursement Hotline.]  Further,  I acknowledge that neither Lash nor Advanced BiioHealing guarantees the payment of any claim.   I 
understand that the insurance verification process establishes generally whether coverage is available for the particular patient for the stated diagnosis.  

However, coverage or reimbursement may ultimately be denied for a variety of reasons. 

____________________________________________________               ________________ 

Physician Signature                     Date 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF HIPAA HITECH POLICY 

 
I certify that I have received a copy of the Advanced BioHealing, Inc. HIPAA HITECH 
POLICY (the “Policy”).  I understand that it is my responsibility to read the attached 
Policy and seek clarification on questions I may have.  I agree to follow the guidelines 
and procedures contained within the Policy to the best of my ability.  I understand that 
the purpose of the Policy is to provide me with information that I need to know during 
the course of my employment with Advanced BioHealing. 
 
Advanced BioHealing employees are expected to comply with all state and federal laws 
and regulations governing the Company and the products and services that we provide. 
 
I further agree that it is my responsibility to report any suspected violation of the Policy 
consistent with the procedures contained within as outlined in the Customer Interaction 
Policy and protocol specific to the Company compliance policy. 
 
 
 
                                                                         
Signature 
 
                                                                         
Printed Name 
 
                                                                         
Department 
 
                                                                         
Date 


